SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Calculating writhe
We calculated writhe (Wr) according to previous references (1, 2) .
Base pair opening
In the coarse-grained simulation, base pair opening (hydrogen-bond breaking) was defined as the distance between the complementary bases in a Watson-Crick base pair larger than 1.0 σ (σ = 8.52Å). This choice follows our previous work (3) .
Contact between non-complementary base pairs
For two base pairs i and j ( 20   j i ), a contact is defined when the distance between any "backbone bead" in one base pair and any "backbone bead" in another base pair is less than 3σ (σ = 8.52Å).
The fraction of the contact formations, C, is defined by the number of base pairs forming at least one contact with other base pairs normalized by the total number of base pairs (in this case 336).
Number of bend locations on a circle, Nv
Nv describes how many bends a DNA circle has. For any base pair index, i, if the angle between the vector from the backbone bead of bp i to the backbone bead of bp i+30 and the vector from the backbone bead of bp i to the backbone bead of bp i-30 is less than 67.6 degrees (reasonable variations of these values will not change the main conclusion qualitatively), it is counted as bent. A bend location can be base pair opening, kinking, or strong bending due to mechanical correlations. The cause of the bends are not distinguished when calculating Nv.
Bend location correlation coefficient (BCC)
BCC between base pair i and j was calculated by 
